Timeline

Key Vocabulary
Emperor A Roman ruler
Centurion A Roman Soldier
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Important People
Julius Caesar—was a great soldier who led many Roman
armies into battle and conquered many new lands on behalf of the
Romans Empire. He took over Rome in 49BC and built many
temples and buildings. He changed the calendar of the year to the
one we know today!

Conquer

To take control of a place by
fighting

Legion

A large Roman army

Boudicca —was a Celtic Queen who led the Iceni tribe

Villa

A large Roman house

Celts

People living in Britain

based in East Anglia in Britain. She was known to be a fierce
warrior and she battled courageously against the Roman
invasion. She was known for her long red hair

Taxes

Money paid by people to the
Emperor
To take over a place by force

Invasion

Claudius—was another Roman Emperor who led armies to expand
the Roman Empire further. He ordered a census (count of people) in
48AD and found that over a million citizens were under Roman rule.

Roman Empire

Slaves

Invasions

Army’s would capture people and make them slaves.
This was not a good life and they were treated
very badly. Sometimes they were made to fight for
entertainment. They were called Gladiators.

The Romans were famous
for invading and conquering
other counties. Over many
years the Roman Empire
grew.
They invaded England three
times before they finally
conquered and settled in
the country.
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Roman Baths
Roman Soldiers
The Romans had many soldiers.
They were split into groups of
5000 called Legions and then
again into smaller groups of
100 called Century's led by
Centurions.
Soldiers had to cover long
distances so they wore clothes
to allow them to do this as well
as provide some protection in
battle.
The soldiers were very well
trained and disciplined.

Battle
Roman Soldiers were very successful.
They used clever ways to defend
themselves including working together
using their shields.

Romans built large baths for
many people to bath in. They
were used to keep clean but also
to meet people. Romans invented
a way of pumping in fresh and
heated water using underground
tunnels

Roman Roads
The Romans built the first roads in Britain. This
helped soldiers move around as allowed them to
move food and other goods.
Many Roman roads still exist today. Many were very
straight.

Hadrian’s Wall
The Romans tried to invade Scotland but were
fought back by the ‘Picts’ The Romans decided
to build a heavily guarded wall from coast to
coast to spate Scotland from England

